Association of Professional Social Workers and Development Practitioners (APSWDP) led initiative Empowering & Building Capacities Of Persons With Disabilities through Cricket For Inclusive Development selected as finalist under Enablement and Empowerment Category for E-NGO Challenge Award 2019
On 1st Feb, 2020, New Delhi
For being selected as a finalist in the **ENABLEMENT & EMPOWERMENT** category for the 6th eNGO Challenge Awards

📅 1st FEBRUARY 2020
📍 EROS HOTEL, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI

An Initiative of  Co-Organiser  Institutional Partner
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The NGO Challenge is a platform to enable, empower & recognize grassroots organizations for their excellence. There are millions of not-for-profit and civil society organizations in the world playing a vital role in the socio-economic development of diverse communities living in various difficult conditions. However, various studies and reports have time and again indicated that most of the grassroots organizations struggle to exist due to lack of Funds, Human Resources, Skills, and perseverance. The e-NGO Challenge under the umbrella of Digital Empowerment Foundation’s e-NGO Programme was put into conception with an objective to recognize and facilitate the grassroots organizations doing exceptional work using Digital Tools. The e-NGO Challenge is now six years old and recognizes best practices across all of South Asia.

Today e-NGO strives to build and strengthen grassroots not-for-profit organizations and help them become a mainstream sustainable entity with the help of new age tools like digital, good governance, transparent management and affective outreach.

**Key objectives:**

- Recognize, Encourage & Promote grassroots organizations and initiatives working for the holistic development of the people and community at community levels;
- Create an ecosystem of stakeholders including government, industry, academia, civil society & others to create wider networking, engagement, partnership and collaboration opportunities;
- Promote and create bottom-up information and knowledge repository of best practices, case studies, and project replication, sustainability and advocacy studies.

The e-NGO Challenge 2019 is aimed to recognize, facilitate and award organizations that have done some exceptional work with communities and subjects using any kind of new age tools.

Ms. Rekha Trivedi, APSWDP exhibiting information broachers, booklet and report of the activities undertaken by the APSWDP.
Mr. Vivek Trivedi, Founder APSWDP presenting case study of Wheelchair Cricket project under capacity building programme for PWDs and evolution of Wheel Chair Cricket Federation of India and various state associations.

Mrs. Rekha Trivedi and Mr. Hitesh Gulati APSWDP being felicitated by DEF-India
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